Teaching Greenhouses
and Greenhouse Supplies

Teaching Greenhouses from IGC

There are three ways we
can help you right away:
[1] Call 1-888-281-9337 and request
our free Buyer’s Guide, How to Get
the Most School Greenhouse for Your
Budget. It walks you through the
whole process, from planning to
funding to building.

[2] With a few simple questions,

we can help you determine which
greenhouse best ﬁts your intended
uses and budget. And we can show
how to cut costs in ways you might
not have considered.

IGC Will Help You Plan

Turnkey Installation

A lot goes into planning a school
greenhouse. Choosing the site, style,
size, covering, heating and cooling
systems is just the beginning. Designing the greenhouse to suit your
uses and class sizes requires careful thought. Obtaining approvals
and funding may take patience and
persistence. And when you have to
watch every penny, it can all be quite
a balancing act.

Building a greenhouse requires the
coordination of many experts to
prepare the site, build the structure,
install the plumbing and electrical,
and put in the ﬁxtures. By hiring IGC
for the complete installation, you’ll
actually save money. Most of our
customers save at least 10% by taking advantage of our turnkey service
and avoid a lot of headaches, too.

We Understand Budget

Construction is always based on a
ﬁxed-price contract. You’re never hit
with unwelcome surprises on the
ﬁnal invoice. If you want to add anything along the way, we’ll make sure
we have your approval on cost.

Carnegie Institution of WA
Stanford, CA

Responsive Service

Oblong High School
Oblong, IL

We appreciate how tight school
budgets can be, and work with you
to get the most out of every penny.
In the design phase, we will suggest
ways to save money without compromising functionality.

User-Friendly Design
A well-designed school greenhouse
accommodates class sizes comfortably and makes it easy for students
to see the instructor. We design our
structures to ﬁt your speciﬁc needs.
We can partition your greenhouse
to allow multiple uses. Two classes
can meet simultaneously, or you can
replicate diﬀerent types of climates
on each side of the greenhouse.

Fixed Construction Price

From planning through the approval
process and construction, we’re here
to support you. We’ll assist you in assessing your needs depending on
intended uses, number of students,
class sizes, geographical location,
and more. Our experience can be
beneﬁcial in guiding you through
the approval process. We can even
visit with your school board or other
oﬃcials to discuss their concerns.

This brochure gives an overview of our teaching packages. To ﬁnd out
how we can help you with your speciﬁc needs, we invite you to give us
a call at 888-281-9337 or visit us online at www.igcusa.com/schools.

[3] Once we determine your needs,
we will supply you with a quote that
includes the cost of the greenhouse
with or without construction.

Completed Projects:
Arch Bridge School
Mount Carroll, IL
Brigham Young University
Rexburg, ID

Clifton Central H.S.
Portsmouth, VA
Madison High School
Murray, KY

Ohio University
Athens, OH
Purdue University
West Lafayette, IN
Twelve Bridges Schools
Lincoln, CA
PLUS more... for references
contact us at 1-888-281-9337

Request a FREE
Buyer’s Guide
How to choose
styles, frames,
coverings, heat,
cooling, and
much more.

Starts at: $18,950 delivered
Freestanding Conley’s
Gable Greenhouse
Width: 24’ x Length: 48’
Sidewall Height: 8’
(other sizes available)
Superior rollformed steel
trusses and purlins. All
framing members pre-cut.
Condensate control features
are built into rollformed
arches and purlins
8mm polycarbonate on
roof, sidewalls & endwalls

Senior Package
The IGC Senior Series Teaching Package is
designed for schools with large horticulture
programs. The galvanized steel frame and
8mm twinwall polycarbonate covering are
the same speciﬁcations used in our commercial production houses; however, this
greenhouse can be easily adapted to add
a head house or separate instructional area
that makes it perfect for instructional use.

48’

24’

Custom order your IGC greenhouse
at www.igcusa.com/schools or call

1-888-281-9337

The Senior Package is shown
with a Conley’s Gable 7500
frame. It is also available with
Conley’s Gothic Arch 6500
shown below. Both feature a
rollformed steel structure.

Includes:
Complete steel frame
8mm hi-clarity twin wall
polycarbonate covering
(1) 6’ x 6’8” double door
and (1) 3’ x 6’8” single door
(2) galvanized steel exhaust
fans with slope-wall
housing, guard & shutter
(3) motorized inlet shutters

This greenhouse is engineered
to meet 70 mph wind and 10
pound live load per the UBC
Building Code. Higher load
ratings and stamped engineered plans are available
at extra cost. All galvanized
steel frame insures maximum
strength and life. Lexan twinwall polycarbonate covering
is UV resistant with a 10 year
discoloration warranty.

(1) Growmate automated
greenhouse controller with
two stages of heating and
three stages of cooling
(2) Modine gas ﬁred unit
heaters - NG or propane
(2) horizontal air ﬂow fans
Assembly instructions and
wiring diagram

Options:
Gothic Arch frame
Glacier Cor Evap Pad
wet-wall cooling system
Benches, irrigation, & more
*Prices subject to change without notice

Starts at: $15,785 delivered
Freestanding Conley’s
Ranger Greenhouse
Width: 30’ x Length: 48’
Sidewall Height: 4’
(6’ sidewalls available)
Superior rollformed steel
trusses and purlins. All
framing members pre-cut.
Condensate control features
are built into rollformed
arches and purlins
8mm polycarbonate on
roof, sidewalls & endwalls

Northern Starter Package
The IGC Northern Starter Package features a
30’ wide galvanized steel frame and hi-clarity
8mm twinwall polycarbonate covering that
ensures less heat-loss in cooler climates.
Standard sidewalls are 4’ tall with a huge
arched roof that peaks at 14’ providing an
open, airy feel for any size group.

48’
30’

Custom order your IGC greenhouse
at www.igcusa.com/schools or call

1-888-281-9337

This structure is also available
with an inexpensive polyﬁlm
roof covering over the rollformed steel structure.

Includes:
Complete 30’ x 48’ rollformed steel frame
8mm hi-clarity twin wall
polycarbonate covering
(1) 3’ x 6’8” single door
(2) exhaust fans with
slope-wall housing,
guard and shutter

This greenhouse is engineered
to meet 70 mph wind. Select
10, 20 or 30 lb. live load per
UBC Building Code. Arch roof
reduces roof snow buildup and provide maximum
headroom. All galvanized
steel frame insures maximum
strength and life. Lexan twinwall polycarbonate covering
is UV resistant with a 10 year
discoloration warranty.

(3) motorized inlet shutters
provide a positive shut-oﬀ
when fans are not in use
(1) heating thermostat and
(1) two-stage cooling stat
(1) Modine gas ﬁred unit
heater - NG or propane
(2) horizontal air ﬂow fans
Assembly instructions and
wiring diagram

Options:
Polyﬁlm roof covering
Glacier Cor Evap Pad
wet-wall cooling system
Benches, irrigation, & more
*Prices subject to change without notice

Starts at: $12,950 delivered
Freestanding Conley’s
Ranger Greenhouse
Width: 30’ x Length: 48’
Sidewall Height: 4’
(6’ sidewalls available)
Superior rollformed steel
trusses and purlins. All
framing members pre-cut.
Condensate control features
are built into rollformed
arches and purlins
Clear corrugated polycarbonate on all surfaces

Southern Starter Package
The IGC Southern Starter Package features
a 30’ wide galvanized steel frame with clear,
corrugated polycarbonate covering that is
more economical than the Northern Package
and is perfect for warmer climates. Sidewalls
are 4’ tall with a 14’ arched roof that allows
an open, airy feel for large groups.

48’
30’

Custom order your IGC greenhouse
at www.igcusa.com/schools or call

1-888-281-9337

This structure is also available
with an inexpensive polyﬁlm
roof covering over the rollformed steel structure.

Includes:
Complete 30’ x 48’ rollformed steel frame
Clear, corrugated
polycarbonate covering
(1) 3’ x 6’8” single door
(2) exhaust fans with
slope-wall housing,
guard and shutter

This greenhouse is engineered
to meet 70 mph wind (and
can be engineered for more).
Select 10, 20 or 30 lb. live
load per UBC Building Code.
Arch roof reduces roof snow
build-up with maximum
headroom. Long-life galvanized steel frame PLUS clear,
corrugated polycarbonate
that is UV resistant with a 10
year discoloration warranty.

(3) motorized inlet shutters
provide a positive shut-oﬀ
when fans are not in use
(1) heating thermostat and
(1) two-stage cooling stat
(1) Modine gas ﬁred unit
heater - NG or propane
(2) horizontal air ﬂow fans
Assembly instructions and
wiring diagram

Options:
Polyﬁlm roof covering
Glacier Cor Evap Pad
wet-wall cooling system
Benches, irrigation, & more
*Prices subject to change without notice

Starts at: $11,995 delivered
Freestanding Garden
Grower Greenhouse
Width: 18’ x Length: 36’
Height: 10’ 6”
(other sizes available)
Superior rollformed steel
trusses and purlins. All
framing members pre-cut.
Condensate control features
are built into rollformed
arches and purlins.
6mm polycarbonate on
roof, sidewalls & endwalls

Junior Package
The Junior Package is constructed with the
same commercial quality, galvanized steel
frame as our other Conley’s greenhouses.
This 18 x 36 structure features 6mm twinwall polycarbonate covering and is spacious
enough for a small to medium sized class.
The perfect solution for a program needing
an engineered greenhouse on a budget.

36’

18’

Custom order your IGC greenhouse
at www.igcusa.com/schools or call

1-888-281-9337

The Junior Package features
a Conley’s Garden Grower
frame with a rollformed steel
structure. Shown above with
an optional shade cloth and
below with a double door.

Includes:
Complete steel frame
6mm hi-clarity twin wall
polycarbonate covering
(1) 3’ x 6’8” single insulated
door
(2) exhaust fans with
guard and shutter
(2) motorized inlet shutters

All Conley’s Garden Grower
Greenhouses are engineered
to meet 70 mph wind and
10 pound live load per the
UBC Building Code. For an
additional expense, your
structure can be designed
to meet any building code
requirements for live and/or
wind load. Call IGC customer
service for pricing on any
custom requirements.

(1) heating thermostat and
(1) two-stage cooling stat
(1) Modine gas ﬁred unit
heater - NG or Propane
(2) horizontal air ﬂow fans
Assembly instructions and
wiring diagram

Options:
Custom shade cloth
Double door
Automatic Ridge Vent
Evaporative Cooler
Benches, irrigation, & more
*Prices subject to change without notice

Starts at: $9,975 delivered
Freestanding greenhouse
with built-in benches
Width: 21’ x Length: starts
at 18’ with 6’ increments
Sturdy galvanized steel
frame with 8mm twin wall
polycarbonate on roof,
sidewalls & endwalls
Integrated display benching system; integrated
hanging basket purlins;
and slide-side ventilation
along both sidewalls

Shelfmaster Deluxe Package
The Shelfmaster is a heavy-duty, galvanized
steel greenhouse that contains built-in
side and center benching brackets to hold
plants and supplies. Each bay also includes
four runs of hanging basket purlins. These
high capacity built-in displays provide more
benching area than standard block & plank
with plenty of room for teaching.

Custom order your IGC greenhouse
at www.igcusa.com/schools or call

1-888-281-9337

The Shelfmaster can be
purchased in multiple, gutterconnected units or positioned
for future expansion.

Includes:
2” o.d. 14 gauge
galvanized steel frame
8mm hi-clarity twin wall
polycarbonate covering
Integrated display bench
system
Integrated hanging basket
purlins

All Shelfmaster Greenhouses
are engineered to meet 70
mph wind and 10 pound
live load per the UBC Building Code. For an additional
expense, your structure can
be designed to meet any
building code requirements
for live and/or wind load.
Call IGC customer service
for pricing on any custom
requirements.

Slide-side ventilation
Choice of hold down
system, ground stakes or
concrete anchor bolts
Choice of double sliding
or swinging doors
Components supplied
pre-cut and drilled for
easy bolt together
assembly. Installation
instructions included.

Options:
Heating, cooling & shade
systems with controls
Expanded metal bench tops
Irrigation system
*Prices subject to change without notice

Starts at: $16,500 delivered
Freestanding Traditional
Glass Greenhouse
Width starts at 20’ 10”
Length starts at 20’ 10”
Up to 31’ 1” in 2’ sections
Heavy aluminum frame in
white or green ﬁnish. All
framing members prepunched and pre-cut.
Automatic windows with
lockable glass/screen door
Standard with tempered
4mm safety glass covering

Traditional Teaching Package
IGC’s popular Traditional Teaching Greenhouse provides more sizing options than
just about any other model we oﬀer. It works
for small schools as well as very large instructional settings. This beautiful teaching
greenhouse has a heavy aluminum frame
and glass or polycarbonate covering with
a roof slope of 24 degrees. It is structurally
designed to carry a 30 lb snow load and
winds of 80 miles per hour. Choose from
white or green baked-enamel ﬁnish.

Custom order your IGC greenhouse
at www.igcusa.com/schools or call

1-888-281-9337

This structure is available with
a white or green ﬁnish on the
sturdy aluminum frame and
has 5’ 6” sidewalls.

Includes:
Pre-fabricated, heavy duty
aluminum structure
painted green or white
Single thick 3mm tempered
safety glass (double glass
or 6mm polycarbonate
available)
(1) premium glass/screen,
lockable door with sliding
panel for ventilation

This greenhouse is engineered
to meet 80 mph wind and 30
lb. live load per UBC Building Code. Heavy aluminum
frame insures maximum
strength and tempered
safety glass covering is
standard. Also available with
double pane glass or 6mm
polycarbonate covering.
Order the Traditional Glass
Greenhouse in custom sizes.

(1) Modine Gas Heater
(1) Thru-wall Evaporative
Cooler with (2) motorized
outlet shutters
(2) 12” Horiz. Air-Flow Fans
(1) Greenhouse Controller
Complete step-by-step
video and written
instructions

Options:
6mm polycarbonate or
double-wall glass covering
Curved Eaves
Benches, irrigation, heaters,
cooling, and more
*Prices subject to change without notice

Starts at: $4,950 delivered
Modular greenhouse with
built-in benches
Width: 17’ x Length: from
24’-96’ in 6’ increments
Sturdy modular, galvanized
steel frame snaps together
easily with polyﬁlm roof
and endwalls
Integrated display benching system; integrated
hanging basket purlins;
and slide-side ventilation
on polycarbonate sidewalls

Shelfmate Plus Package
The Shelfmate Plus is a modular, galvanized
steel/poly greenhouse that contains builtin side and center benching brackets to
hold plants and supplies. Each bay also includes four runs of hanging basket purlins.
It doesn’t require a foundation making it the
ideal seasonal structure for programs that
want to set up and tear down annually.

Custom order your IGC greenhouse
at www.igcusa.com/schools or call

1-888-281-9337

The Shelfmate Plus features a
simple Snap-Button design to
simplify set up time, making it
one of the easiest greenhouse
packages to erect.

Includes:
1.66” o.d. 16 gauge
galvanized steel frame
Clear or white 6 mil. poly
on roof and endwalls with
polycarbonate sidewalls
Integrated display bench
system
Integrated hanging basket
purlins

The Shelfmate Plus is NOT a
load-rated structure, but is
the perfect greenhouse for a
program on a tight budget.
The modular design makes it
possible to change locations
if necessary and the built-in
shelves make it a convenient
all-in-one package. Call IGC
customer service if you have
questions or for pricing on
any custom requirements.

Slide-side ventilation
Choice of hold down
ground stakes or weighted
water tube system
Double sliding end doors
Components supplied
for easy snap together
assembly. No foundation
required. Installation
instructions included.

Options:
Roof inﬂation kit and poly
patch tape extend poly life
Side entry door
Irrigation system
*Prices subject to change without notice

Starts at: $7,790 delivered
Freestanding Aluminum
Frame Greenhouse
Width: up to 20’ 6-1/4”
Length: up to ANY size”
Prefabricated, maintenance
free, heavy duty aluminum
structure with a lifetime
limited warranty against
defects in workmanship
and/or materials
6mm polycarbonate on
roof, sidewalls & endwalls

Cross Country Package
The Cross Country Package is engineered
for quality and strength and is available in
about 2’ increments from 8x10 to 20 x any
length. Choose from a green or white heavy
duty aluminum frame with 6mm twin-wall
polycarbonate covering. It features extra
high 5’ 6” sidewalls for side shelving and roof
bars designed for large hanging baskets.

variable

variable

Custom order your IGC greenhouse
at www.igcusa.com/schools or call

1-888-281-9337

The Cross Country Package is
shown above with a curved
eave and is also available
with a straight eave.

Includes:
Aluminum frame with
green or white baked-on
enamel ﬁnish
Pre-cut 6mm twin wall
polycarbonate panels
Structural truss and purlins
are included in all buildings
over 14’ in length
One or more extra wide,
automatic roof vents

Cross Country Greenhouses
are engineered to meet 80
mph wind and 30 pound
live load per the UBC Building Code. These structures
are designed to meet the
building code requirements
in most states. If you have
questions or special needs,
call IGC customer service
for pricing on any custom
requirements.

Premium combination
glass and screen, lockable
door with adjustable
sliding glass panel for
ventilation
Components supplied
pre-cut and drilled for
easy bolt together
assembly. Installation
instructions included.

Options:
Heating and cooling
packages with controls
Built-in shelving system
Side louvres and fans
*Prices subject to change without notice

Starts at: $3,995 delivered
Freestanding Rion 40
Series Greenhouse
Width: 8’ 6” x Length: 24’
Extremely sturdy green
PVC plastic frame snaps
together easily with a
small tool included in kit
Pre-cut 4mm twin wall
polycarbonate panels
An inexpensive solution to
provide a small group with
horticultural experience

Rion Do-It-Yourself Package
Our least expensive teaching package, this
greenhouse is perfect for small programs.
It features high density, UV protected PVC
plastic components, 4mm twinwall polycarbonate covering and a natural ventilation system. Modular snap-together design
means this greenhouse can be assembled
by students.

8’6”

24’

Custom order your IGC greenhouse
at www.igcusa.com/schools or call

1-888-281-9337

This Rion 40 series greenhouse
is extremely easy-to-build and
requires no tools (except for
mounting to a foundation).

Includes:
Attractive green PVC
plastic frame with high
impact plastic connectors
4mm twin wall
polycarbonate covering
(5) automatic roof vents
(1) louvered side window
for better air circulation

Features UV protected PVC
proﬁles and 4mm twin
wall polycarbonate panels
with a 10 year discoloration
warranty. Although made of
PVC, the Rion greenhouse
is roof tested to hold an
incredible 1,100 pounds of
snow! Despite this testing,
please note that these
greenhouses are NOT load
rated structures.

Double hinged door that
locks closed
(2) portable heaters with
built in thermostats
Exterior shade cloth for
cooling
Components supplied
pre-cut and drilled for
easy snap together
assembly. Installation
instructions included.

Options:
Dual level benches
Gutter system to collect
outside water
Air circulation fan
*Prices subject to change without notice

Heating Accessories

Thermostats
and Controls

International Greenhouse Company is one of the leading online suppliers
of HVAC products. We supply a full range of commercial quality forced air
unit heaters for greenhouse heating as well as radiant heaters, steam heaters,
portable heaters, and emergency heaters.

Having great greenhouse
equipment is one thing.
Making sure it is operating
properly is another. IGC
provides everything you
need from single stage
thermostats to complete
computer-based control
of cooling, heating, and
air circulation equipment.

Unit Heaters, Gas Heaters, Electric Heaters,
and Steam Heaters from IGC

Our quality heaters are available in many styles and sizes.
Here are just some of the models available:
Dayton and Hot Dawg Heaters: Low-proﬁle, high eﬃciency gas ﬁred
unit heaters from 24,000-90,000 BTUH provide an economical
heating solution for small teaching greenhouses. All units come
standard with automatic ignition, power venter, mounting brackets and a 10 year warranty on the heat exchanger.
Gas Unit Heaters: 30,000 to 400,000 BTUH rated gas unit heaters
oﬀer great performance and value for heating greenhouses or
any commercial space. Both gravity vented heaters and power
vented heaters will give many years of dependable use.

Heating
Cooling
Stat

Great for
both heating
and cooling
applications.

Electric Unit Heaters: 17,000 to 171,000 BTUH of heat with Modine
electric unit heaters. These electric heaters are lightweight and
usually require no special reinforcement to suspend them. Select
from either HER horizontal delivery heater or VE vertical delivery
heater. Easy to install and operate.
High Eﬃciency Gas Unit Heaters: Speciﬁcally designed for greenhouse
or agricultural applications while converting 99% of its fuel into
clean heat energy. The superior fuel eﬃciency of this heater will
reduce energy costs. Features a powerful blower fan.
Hot Water/Steam Unit Heaters: 18,000 to 952,000 BTUH of heat.
Modine model HC hot water/steam heaters have side inlet and
outlet for low-clearance and model HS hot water/steam heaters
have top and bottom supply.
Oil Fired Unit Heaters: 100,000 to 185,000 BTUH of heat. These
oil-ﬁred units oﬀer a reliable means of heating in areas of the
country where supplies of other fuels may be unavailable. Units
require either No. 1 or No. 2 grade fuel oil.
Infrared Heaters: Select from 27,000 to 160,000 BTUH models in
both natural and propane gas. Heat your plants not the air with
this high quality gas ﬁred infrared heater from Modine that
features high temperature diamond-faced ceramic tiles.

GroMate Controller

Micro-processor based
control solution oﬀers
three stages of cooling
and two stages of heating.

Deluxe GroLink
Computer Control

Take control of your
greenhouse from the
convenience of your
oﬃce with this PC based
control system.

Order direct from our online store at www.igcusa.com/schools or call toll-free 1-888-281-9337

Cooling Accessories

Indoor and
Outdoor
Shade Cloth
Systems

Choose from Evap Pad Systems to all the fans and shutters you need to keep
your greenhouse environment comfortable on hot, sunny days. International
Greenhouse Company can provide complete cooling systems for every
teaching package we oﬀer.

Greenhouse Shade
Cloth from International
Greenhouse Company
helps provide uniform
shading for your plants
and creates a more
productive greenhouse
growing environment.

Evaporative Cooling, HAF Fans, Shutters,
Exhaust Fans & Misting Systems from IGC

Order high quality fans, shutters, and cooling systems.
Here are just some of the models available:
Evap Pad Systems: Complete Aluminum Glacier-Cor Cooling
System. Package includes aluminum distribution and return
system, submersible pump and plumbing kit, and 4 inch thick
Glacier-Cor evaporative cooling pads.
Motorized Shutters: Aluminum shutters that are perfect for just
about any inlet or outlet venting application. Our shutters feature
rugged heavy extruded aluminum frames, interlocking blades
for maximum weather seal, nylon bearings and solid shafts with
a 115v or 230v motor for automated operation.
Shutter Fans: Commercial quality exhaust fans for small teaching
greenhouses—no plastic parts! Totally enclosed motor is
thermally protected and designed for continuous duty. Includes
exterior aluminum shutter that opens fully for maximum CFM
output. Dual voltage (115/230) motors available for most sizes.
Exhaust Fans: The solution for fresh air ventilation. Rugged, totally
enclosed motors are available in either single and two speed and
a complete range of voltages. All fans include slope wall housing,
outlet guard and automatic shutter. IGC will help you determine
the amount of ventilation your greenhouse requires.
Horizontal Air Flow Fans: Circulate air to encourage healthy plant
growth by increasing CO2 availability while reducing disease and
mildew caused by excessive moisture. HAF fans promote uniform
temperature throughout your greenhouse.
Evaporative Coolers: Through-the-wall intake with a high eﬃciency
discharge grill and rotary switch providing reliable, cost eﬀective cooling solution for greenhouses up to 240 SF. All models
include 2 speed, 115v motor.
High Capacity Foggers and Misting Systems: Designed to condition
the air without wetting surfaces or speciﬁc objects. Perfect for
greenhouse applications. Produce a true fog for humidiﬁcation,
evaporative cooling or chemical application.

Black

Several
densities
available

White

Several
densities
available

Green

60%
density
available

Blue

60%
density
available

Violet

45%
density
available

Tan

70%
density
available

Aluminet

Aluminized
reﬂective
ﬁbers

Order direct from our online store at www.igcusa.com/schools or call toll-free 1-888-281-9337

Greenhouse Benches

Fixed-Steel, Rolling Tops, Aluminum,
Portable, and Modular Plastic Benches
Fixed Steel Bench: Durable, all steel
bench will provide years of service
in your greenhouse. Each bench
includes 13 gauge galvanized expanded metal tops and steel legs.
These heavy-duty benches are
mounted into
the ﬂoor and
can be sized to
ﬁt the needs
of your class.

IGC Irrigation
Systems
Complete drip and mist
irrigation systems and
controls. Perfect for the
teaching greenhouse to
maintain watering and
maintenance during
weekends and days oﬀ.
Custom build a system.

Steel Rolling Benches: Maximize the
growing area in your greenhouse
with rolling benches. Featuring
heavy gauge galvanized steel
legs and 13 gauge expanded
metal tops. Tapered roll bars and
anti-tip brackets allow movement
of cantilevered benches without
redistributing weight.

72” x 39” Double
Steel Bench

Portable Steel Tube Bench: The basic
design and sturdy construction of
this double bench makes it very
versatile. Easily sets up in many
conﬁgurations to
ﬁt your needs.
Expanded
metal tops
can be
added.

Portable Steel, Aluminum
and Plastic Benches:
Be ﬂexible from year
to year with benches
you can adjust to ﬁt
the needs of diﬀerent
projects and classes.

Order direct from our online store at www.igcusa.com/schools or call toll-free 1-888-281-9337

Potting Supplies

Greenhouse Pots, Nursery Containers, Flats,
Inserts, and Hanging Baskets from IGC
International Greenhouse Company has a large supply of sturdy, injection
molded pots, ﬂats, inserts, and hanging baskets for all of your growing needs.
We also stock a wide variety of soils and fertilizers for the cultivation of a wide
variety of plant species.
Greenhouse Pots, Carrying Trays, and
hanging baskets: ITML Elite Azalea
Pots, Kord Regal Standard Pots,
Kord Square Pots, Kord Carrying Trays, TLC Black Form Pots,
TLC Pocket Trays, and saucerless
hanging baskets.

Save 10%
on Supplies
for One
Full Year!

We appreciate how
tight your budget can
be when you ﬁrst install
a new greenhouse. At
the same time, you need
supplies to get your programs up and running.
To help out, we’ll extend
a 10% discount oﬀ the
published web price on
all supplies for one full
year after you purchase
your greenhouse.
That can add up to a
considerable savings!

Visit

Elite Nursery Containers, Daisy Web Trays, 1020
Trays, and Plug Flats: Blow-molded nursery
containers, standard weight injectionmolded web ﬂats, thermo-formed 1020
trays, TLC plug ﬂats and pro-tray inserts.

Premium Soils and Fertilizer:

• Pro-Mix BX Growing Medium
• Pro-Mix Fine Grade Plug Mix
• Pro-Mix Ultimate Container Mix
• Pro-Mix Ultimate Organic Mix
• Pro-Mix Ultimate Seeding Mix
• Soil Builder Earthworm Castings
• Osmocote Fertilizers
• Peters Professional Fertilizers
• Masterblend Fertilizers

www.igcusa.com/schools
to see our complete line
of supplies, including:

• Cooling Equipment
• Heating Systems
• Ventilation Solutions
• Climate Control
• Benches
• Fertilizers & Chemicals
• Clothing & Protective
Gear
• Containers
• CO2 Generators
• Coverings & Shade
Cloth
• Fertilizer Injectors
• Grow Lights
• Hydroponics
• Hand Tools
• Humidiﬁers
• Irrigation
• Measuring Devices
• Propagation Mats

Order direct from our online store at www.igcusa.com/schools or call toll-free 1-888-281-9337

International Greenhouse Company
The People Who Know Greenhouses
806 North Main Street
Georgetown, IL 61846
1-888-281-9337

Visit us at www.igcusa.com/schools

